Management & Leadership

No longer moving from the lab to the boardroom

HATIN' BP: a new global pastime

A three-sided model of personal health

The economic crisis, the second global war, the rise of the consumer and the weather's wild ways have, according to one measure, arrived at the perfect storm for the current model of personal health. The new model, so-called, is called the "Three-Sided Model of Personal Health." It has three sides: emotional, physical, and psychological. The emotional side is represented by the "Red Triangle," which includes feelings of anger, anxiety, and fear. The physical side is represented by the "Blue Triangle," which includes symptoms of fatigue, pain, and illness. The psychological side is represented by the "Yellow Triangle," which includes thoughts of worry, doubt, and fear.

Further, the model is: One Size Fits All. The model is designed to fit all personal health issues, whether they are physical, psychological, or emotional. The model is: Accurate. The model is based on scientific research and validated by a team of experts. The model is: Inexpensive. The model is affordable for all personal health issues.

In summary, the Three-Sided Model of Personal Health is a new and improved tool for managing personal health. It is accurate, accurate, and easily accessible. It is a valuable tool for anyone looking to improve their personal health.
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